2016 Testimonies from parents
Parents were asked what they loved most about RCELC and the Staff.
Here are a few of their comments:
“What we love most about the RCELC staff: How friendly & kind everyone
is. I can go to work and never worry about my child because I know she is
in good hands. I especially love hearing my child tell me about what she
has learned in the school.” - The Santiago Family
“We love the fact our daughter is being developed in a Christian
environment. RCELC is always seeking to improve their curriculum
and add value.” - Pugh Family
“It's an exciting place for her to come to explore everyday. She loves
showing me her artwork when I pick her up.” - Johnson Family
“We love the happy smiles that greet us in the morning and the
realization that it made to know each child is different with their own likes
and dislikes. Most of all, as a parent I love that I can feel confident my
son is in good hands... you hug him when he's sad and kiss his boo-boos
when I can't be there... you accept him like is if one of your own children
and help me to raise him as he grows. Thank you!” -R. family

“Ms. Chris is like a second mother to our son A. and helped him break out
of his shyness and become more confident.” -Ramos family
“Our children have only been attending for a short while,
but we love that Jesus is integrated in this school.
Everyone is so kind & understanding!” - Schaeffer Family
“Even outside of school, team members stop to say hello and see
how we are doing. The bond that the staff have with the families of
RCELC go beyond the walls of the school.” -Pollack family
“The RCELC is a great school and I am thankful that my daughter
L. has the opportunity to be a part of it.” -Z family
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“We are so comfortable with J. being at Riverview because of the staff
and the sincerity.... It is obvious that all staff members love our children
and they show it everyday. We are so grateful for that.” -Roberts family
“My experience with Riverview dates back to when my nephew E.
(now about to turn 11) attended Riverview.... When C. was born last
March and my husband and I were looking for childcare, Riverview was
at the top of my list.... I had no hesitation leaving her in the loving care of
Ms. Claudia, Ms. Christine, Ms. Deb & Ms. Debbie on that day
(or any day thereafter). Their love and concern for her was very
apparent and continues to be evident as she grows and changes
and is now moved to the Infant 2 room. Thank you for loving her
and caring for her as if she were your own child!” - M.G.
“Such a friendly & loving atmosphere everyone knows the kids and
the kids seem to like all the teachers- even the ones they don't see a lot.
I always feel safe sending the kids to school.” -H. Family.
“A. has grown in so many ways since starting in his new school &
I attribute many of his accomplishments to us partnering with RCELC
for his education/daycare.” -Christman family.

“...She looks forward to coming to class and has learned many
new things. Asks to go to school on the weekend. Thank you for
being a shining example of a daycare. All children should be as lucky
as mine are having Amy & Ashlee as teachers.” -Jolly family
“Wonderful, kind, caring, loving, God-focused staff....Variety of activities
available to the students. Bible lessons & character ed(ucation).
You guys are just great!” -S.H.

